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Abstract

A tractable model with asset bubbles is presented to demonstrate that

a financial crisis caused by a bubble bursting increases unemployment

rates. A bubbly asset has a positive market value because purchasing

the asset is the sole saving method for agents who draw insufficient pro-

ductivity, whereas selling the asset is a fund-raising method to initiate

an investment project. The presence of bubbles corrects allocative inef-

ficiency, relocating investment resources from low-productivity agents to

high-productivity agents. Accordingly, the presence of bubbles can pro-

mote capital accumulation and reduce unemployment rates. However, a

self-fulfilling financial crisis would result in high unemployment rates.
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1 Introduction

A bubble on an asset is defined as the deviation of the asset’s market value from

its fundamental value. Economic history has repeatedly witnessed severe finan-

cial crises accompanied by the collapse of asset prices in modern monetary and

financial systems. Before a financial crisis, asset prices often deviate upward

from their fundamental values, and possibly lead to higher output, stimulating

employment. When asset prices collapse, however, output suddenly declines,

and the economy goes into a depression and unemployment increases.1 As such,

a bubble bursting arguably causes a higher unemployment rate. For example,

as the Japanese asset price bubble collapsed in 1991, the unemployment rate in

Japan increased from 2.1% in 1991 to 4.8% in 2000, and as the US subprime loan

crisis occurred in 2009, the unemployment rate in the US increased from 4.7% in

2007 to 9.7% in 2010 (World Bank, 2016). Despite the historical observations

related to the collapse of asset prices and depressions, the impact of a bub-

ble bursting on unemployment has not been fully theoretically investigated in

macroeconomics. In this paper, we present a tractable overlapping-generations

model with asset bubbles to demonstrate that a financial crisis triggered by a

bubble bursting depresses an economy and increases unemployment.

In our model, a bubbly asset has a positive market value because selling the

asset is a fund-raising method for those who draw sufficiently high productivity

to initiate an investment project, and purchasing the asset is the sole saving

method for those who draw insufficient productivity to initiate a project. Our

model is closely related to that of Martin and Ventura (2012), who develop a

tool to investigate how the occurrence of asset bubbles promotes capital ac-

cumulation and the bursting of bubbles causes depressions. As in Martin and

Ventura’s model, the young generation can issue new bubbly assets to raise

funds. Once they sell the new bubbly assets in the asset market, they do not

have to purchase them back from the market. Accordingly, the young gener-

ation always has incentives to issue new bubbly assets and obtain more funds

that cannot be otherwise acquired because of borrowing constraints.

Although the central role of asset bubbles in our model is similar to that

of Martin and Ventura (2012), our model departs from theirs in some respects.

1Empirical studies such as Phelps (1999) and Fitoussi et al. (2000) provide evidence

showing that a reduction in unemployment rates is accompanied by increasing asset prices.
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First, we employ a continuous distribution with respect to idiosyncratic pro-

ductivity shocks, whereas Martin and Ventura apply a binary distribution. The

use of a continuous productivity distribution significantly simplifies the anal-

ysis. In particular, one can derive the productivity cutoff that divides agents

into bubbly-asset holders and investors. Those who draw productivity shocks

smaller than the cutoff purchase bubbly assets, and those who draw produc-

tivity shocks greater than the cutoff become investors. Our model obtains a

simple two-dimensional dynamical system with respect to capital and the cut-

off, by which one can easily investigate the dynamic behavior of the system.

Second, we introduce labor market frictions. The investigation of the relation-

ship between a bubble bursting and unemployment is a main theme in this

paper. By introducing labor market matching frictions in our tractable model

following Bean and Pissarides (1993), we can demonstrate that a bubble burst-

ing increases unemployment under mild parameter conditions, which is a novel

result in the literature that addresses asset bubbles á la Tirole (1985).2

The presence of asset bubbles corrects allocative inefficiency, relocating in-

vestment resources from low-productivity agents to high-productivity agents,

and promotes capital accumulation if the bubbles’ crowding-out effect á la Ti-

role (1985) is relatively weak. As capital accumulates and output increases, the

number of vacant positions increases because each firm acquires more funds to

cover a fixed search cost. As a result, the unemployment rate decreases.3 How-

ever, extrinsic uncertainty may burst asset bubbles and cause a self-fulfilling

financial crisis, which is followed by increased unemployment. The bubbly asset

plays a financial intermediation role, as noted by Mitsui and Watanabe (1989).

As previously stated, however, the bubbly asset that is newly issued in each pe-

riod is never withdrawn from the economy and investors never repay the funds

raised by issuing the bubbly asset as in the model of Martin and Ventura (2012).

This Ponzi game can be played because financial market imperfections render

the market interest rate less than the economic growth rate in equilibrium when

the bubbly asset is not present (see Theorem 3.3 in Santos and Woodford, 1997).

2For traditional models that address the relationship between economic growth and unem-

ployment with labor market imperfections, see Aghion and Howitt (1994), Eriksson (1997),

Caballero and Hammour (1996), and Haruyama and Leith (2010). See also Pissarides (2000)

for an introduction to search friction models.
3This outcome accords with many empirical studies that show a negative relationship

between unemployment and economic growth (Ball and Moffitt, 2001; Muscatelli and Tirelli,

2001; Staiger et al., 2001; Tripier, 2006; Pissarides and Vallanti, 2007).
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The literature on asset bubbles and economic growth has recently expe-

rienced a resurgence and argues that the presence of asset bubbles promotes

capital accumulation and economic growth.4 In this stream of literature, fi-

nancial market imperfections and the productivity differences across agents are

key factors in producing a situation in which asset bubbles á la Tirole (1985)

enhance capital accumulation. Farhi and Tirole (2012), Martin and Ventura

(2012), Carvalho et al. (2012), Kunieda (2014), and Ikeda and Phan (2015)

create such a situation by applying the overlapping generations framework of

Samuelson (1958), Tirole (1985), or Blanchard (1985). To produce the same

situation, Aoki and Nikolov (2015), Hirano et al. (2015), Hirano and Yanagawa

(2016), and Kunieda and Shibata (2016) develop dynamic general equilibrium

models in which asset bubbles occur in equilibrium despite the assumption of

infinitely lived agents and the presence of bubbles promotes economic growth

through essentially the same mechanism as that initially found by Mitsui and

Watanabe (1989). Although all these studies obtain the result that the pres-

ence of asset bubbles promote capital accumulation as in the current model,

they do not investigate how unemployment rates are affected by the presence

and bursting of asset bubbles. Miao et al. (2016) investigate the relationship

between unemployment and stock market bubbles in an economy with labor and

financial market frictions. However, their definition of bubbles is totally differ-

ent from ours: they essentially consider indeterminacy of a firm’s fundamental

value. Although Kocherlakota (2011) investigates the impact of the occurrence

of asset bubbles on unemployment, he does not consider capital accumulation.

Hashimoto and Im (2016a,b) also study the relationship between bubbles and

unemployment. In contrast to our paper, however, they do not consider financial

frictions to obtain the bubbly steady state.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops

the model and section 3 investigates the dynamic behavior in equilibrium and

derives the relationship between the unemployment rate and capital accumu-

lation. In section 4, the growth-promoting effect of asset bubbles is analyzed

4Researchers in the traditional literature on asset bubbles and economic growth have long

discussed the growth effects of bubbles by applying the overlapping generations model. See

Tirole (1985), Weil (1987), Grossman and Yanagawa (1993), King and Ferguson (1993), Fu-

tagami and Shibata (2000), Kunieda (2008), Mino (2008) and Matsuoka and Shibata (2012),

among others. Regrettably, their results cannot explain the historical events in which severe

economic depressions arguably follow the collapse of asset bubbles.
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and section 5 derives a self-fulfilling financial crisis as a rational expectations

equilibrium. Section 6 concludes the paper. The proofs of propositions and

lemmata are collected in the online appendix.

2 The model

The economy is represented in discrete time, ranging from time t = 0 to t =∞,
and it consists of overlapping generations: young and old agents. Each agent

lives for two periods. The population of each generation is constant, which is

given by L. Only young agents have an opportunity to work, matching with a

firm, and thus, L is also the size of the total labor force supplied in each period.

2.1 Final goods sector

In the final goods sector, many identical firms produce final goods with the same

production technology. In addition to capital, one worker is necessary for a firm

to produce the final goods. More concretely, workers and firms with vacant

positions search for one another in the labor market. Firms that successfully

match with a worker can operate their business. Firm i produces final goods,

yi,t, at time t with a Cobb-Douglas production technology: yi,t = Azαi,tl
1−α
i,t ,

where α ∈ (0, 1) is the capital share of output, zi,t is capital, which depreciates
in one period, li,t is the labor employed by firm i, and A is the productivity of

the technology. Because an operating firm hires only one worker, eventually it

holds that li,t = 1, and the production function is condensed as follows:

yi,t = Az
α
i,t. (1)

Because the capital market is competitive, capital is paid its marginal product:

qt = αAzα−1i,t , (2)

where qt is the capital price. Then, the remainder of output to be allotted

between firm i and its worker is given by

πt := yi,t − qtzi,t = (1− α)Azαt . (3)
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The firm-specific index i is dropped because each firm employs the same amount

of capital, facing the common capital price.

2.2 Agents

An agent born at time t exclusively derives her utility from consumption in old

age, which is denoted by cιt+1. Note that ι represents an agent’s employment

status: ι = e if employed and ι = u if unemployed, which is an outcome of

job search in youth. Because she does not consume in the first period of her

lifetime, she turns over all her income in youth to maximize her lifetime utility

given by U ι
t = c

ι
t+1. In the first period, she is endowed with one unit of labor.

A successful match with a firm enables her to work for the firm and earn a

wage income, wt. Otherwise, she receives an unemployment benefit, γt, from

the government. Because the government imposes a lump-sum tax, τ t, on the

young agents to cover the unemployment benefit, the agent’s net income in the

first period is given by ωι
t − τ t where ωet = wt if employed and ωut = γt if

unemployed.

Following Martin and Ventura (2012) and Ikeda and Phan (2015), it is as-

sumed that agents can issue new bubbly assets, which are intrinsically useless,

to obtain additional funds in the first period, although they cannot borrow, as

they face borrowing constraints. The agent’s total funds available for saving are

given by

sιt := ωι
t − τ t + b

N
t , (4)

where bNt represents new bubbly assets issued by the agent at time t.
5 To derive

an equilibrium in which bubbly assets exist, we limit the ceiling of bubbly assets

in the amount that each agent can issue as follows:

bNt ≤ μb̃t μ ∈ (0, 1), (5)

5To understand the bubbly assets that are newly issued by agents but never redeemed,

one can imagine the securitization of commercial loans. Recent financial innovation allows

for the securitization of commercial loans, and an asset backed by the loans can be purchased

and sold in the primary and secondary markets. In the process of securitization, asset holders

may be unable to identify the fundamental value of the asset. In such a case, although the

fundamental value of the asset is actually zero, such a worthless asset would be traded in the

financial market to the extent that participants in the market believe in the market value of

the asset.
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where b̃t is the average amount of bubbly assets per young agent that exist

at the end of time t.6 More concretely, b̃t satisfies Bt = b̃tL, where Bt is the

real value of the total bubbly asset at time t, which includes the newly issued

bubbly asset at time t.7 Agents are willing to raise the greatest amount of new

bubbly assets as possible because once they obtain additional funds by issuing

the assets, they do not have to repay these funds. Therefore, the equality holds

in inequality (5) in equilibrium.

There is no storage technology for the final goods, which are perishable

in one period. Instead, agents have two saving methods: one is initiating an

investment project and the other is purchasing bubbly assets. Agents that

purchase one unit of bubbly assets at time t earn (gross) return rt+1 at time

t+ 1, whereas agents that invest one unit of funds in a project at time t create

Φ units of capital goods and sell them to firms at price qt+1 at time t + 1;

namely, they earn qt+1Φ as a return on the investment of one unit of funds.

Φ is the productivity of capital production and varies across agents. When

an agent is born, she receives an individual-specific shock, Φ. The support of

Φ is [0, η], where η > 0, and its cumulative distribution function is given by

G(Φ), which is time-invariant and continuously differentiable on the support.

Although Φ is an idiosyncratic shock, the realization of low productivity cannot

be insured against because there is no insurance market for it. Φ is independent

of employment status. When agents invest in a project, the shocks are already

realized. Knowing their own productivity, they make a portfolio choice between

investing in a project and purchasing bubbly assets to maximize their lifetime

utility. As such, the individual-specific return is deterministic when they make

a portfolio choice, which is given by Rt+1 = max{qt+1Φ, rt+1}, and thus, an
agent’s lifetime utility is given by

U ι
t = Rt+1s

ι
t. (6)

Define φt := rt+1/qt+1. Then, a portfolio choice of an agent who draws produc-

6The assumption regarding the limitation on the new issuance of bubbly assets is also im-

posed in Martin and Ventura (2012) and Ikeda and Phan (2015). In any case, one must impose

an upper limit of the new issuance of bubbly assets; otherwise, the market for bubbly assets

cannot be sustainable. One may consider that the new issuance is regulated institutionally.
7In section 2.5, the formal definition of Bt is provided.
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tivity Φ is given by

kιt =

(
0 if Φ ≤ φt

sιt if Φ > φt,
(7)

and

bιt =

(
sιt if Φ ≤ φt

0 if Φ > φt,
(8)

where kιt is the investment in a project and b
ι
t represents the bubbly assets. As

seen in Eqs. (7) and (8), agents who draw productivity smaller than φt purchase

bubbly assets, and agents who draw productivity greater than φt invest in a

project.8 Note that φt is a productivity cutoff that divides agents into investors

and bubbly asset holders. The population of investors is (1−G(φt))L, and that
of bubbly asset holders is G(φt)L.

2.3 Government

The government runs a balanced budget to provide unemployment benefits such

that

τ tL = γtutL, (9)

where ut is the unemployment rate. The left-hand side of Eq. (9) denotes the

aggregate tax revenue, and the right-hand side represents the total payments

for unemployment benefits.

2.4 Labor market

We introduce labor-market matching frictions in the model following Bean and

Pissarides (1993). Although the matching mechanism follows from the standard

unemployment model (e.g., Diamond, 1982; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1999;

Petrongolo and Pissarides, 1990), there is no time lag between a match of parties

and the start of business operations in the current model.

8In the current model, agents can issue new bubbly assets before the portfolio choice and

the realization of individual-specific productivity shocks, as presented in Eq. (4). For the

trade timing in such market circumstances, we implicitly assume that a market maker is

present in the asset market.
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2.4.1 Matching mechanism

Because workers and firms face matching frictions, unemployment occurs in

equilibrium, although each agent is born endowed with one unit of labor that

she supplies inelastically in youth. The number of successful matches is given by

F (L, υt), which is a function of the population of workers, L, and the number of

firms with a vacancy, υt, where 0 ≤ F (L, υt) ≤ min{L, υt} for L∈ [0,∞) and υt∈
[0,∞), and F (0, υt) = 0 and F (L, 0) = 0. The matching function, F (L, υt), is
continuously differentiable, concave, homogeneous of degree one, and increasing

with respect to both L and υt. The tightness of the labor market is expressed

by θt := υt/L∈ (0,∞), which is regarded as the jobs-to-applicants ratio, and
the probability that a firm with a vacancy matches with a worker is given by

F (L, υt)/υt = F (1/θt, 1) =: f(θt). It is assumed that f(θt) is continuously

differentiable in (0,∞) where f 0(θt) < 0 for θt ∈ (0,∞), limθt→0 f(θt) = 1, and

limθt→∞ f(θt) = 0. Because the number of employment is equal to the number

of successful matches, it follows that (1−ut)L = F (L, υt), which is rewritten as

1− ut = θtf(θt). (10)

Eq. (10) yields the unemployment rate, ut, as a function of θt such that ut =

u(θt) where u
0(θt) < 0 because ∂[θtf(θt)]/∂θt = ∂F (1, θt)/∂θt > 0. Therefore,

Eq. (10) derives a negative relationship between the unemployment rate and

the jobs-to-applicants ratio, which is the so-called Beveridge curve.

A successful match enables a firm to produces the final goods. Because

f(θt) is the probability that a firm matches with a worker at time t, the firm’s

expected profits, Vt, are given by

Vt = f(θt)(πt − wt)− h, (11)

where h is the search cost in the labor market that the firm incurs when searching

for a worker.9 Because the ceiling of f(θt) is 1, if the actual revenue, πt−wt, is
less than h, no firms operate because the expected profits are negative. In other

words, only if πt−wt ≥ h, successful matches occur between workers and firms.
In our investigation, we examine the case in which πt−wt ≥ h unless otherwise

9The search cost covers the recruitment activities such as job interviews and the evaluation

of reference letters, which are performed using the firm’s resources. One can regard the search

cost associated with these activities as an implicit opportunity cost that the firm incurs.
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stated. The free-entry condition for the final goods sector leads to zero profits

for each firm. Accordingly, it follows that Vt = 0, or equivalently,

πt − wt = h

f(θt)
. (12)

2.4.2 Nash bargaining

The remainder of output after payments to capital is allotted between the firm

and its worker. The shares received by each are determined by maximizing the

following Nash product with respect to the wage:

wt = argmax
wt
(U et − Uut )β(πt − wt)1−β = {Rt+1(wt − γt)}β(πt − wt)1−β,

where β ∈ (0, 1) is the worker’s bargaining power and Rt+1 is the return on
saving, which was derived in section 2.2. From the Nash bargaining solution, it

follows that

wt = (1− β)γt + βπt. (13)

The government policy regarding unemployment determines the unemployment

benefits paid to unemployed workers in such a way that γt = γwt where γ ∈
[0, 1). Note that when the firm and its worker are bargaining, they do not have

concrete information about the government’s unemployment policy, and thus,

the Nash product is maximized with γt being given. Inserting Eq. (3) and

γt = γwt into Eq. (13) yields

wt = Ω(1− α)Azαt , (14)

where Ω := β/{1 − (1 − β)γ} ∈ (0, 1) is the worker’s share of πt. Note from
Ω = β/{1 − (1 − β)γ} that a larger outside option, γwt, and a larger Nash
bargaining power, β, lead to a greater share for the worker. Substituting Eqs.

(3) and (14) into Eq. (12) yields

(1− Ω)(1− α)Azαt =
h

f(θt)
. (15)

Thus far, we have investigated the model under the assumption that there are

always operating firms. However, as noted from Eq. (15), given the parameter

values, if zt is very small, firms cannot cover the search cost, h, because the
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upper limit of f(θt) is 1.

Proposition 1 Define z̄ := [h/{(1− Ω)(1− α)A}]1/α.
• If zt ≤ z̄, then there are no operating firms in the economy at time t.

• If zt > z̄, then there are operating firms in the economy at time t.
Proof: See the Appendix.

In the first case in Proposition 1, the economy certainly breaks down at

time t because no firms produce final goods at that time. In this case, no

agents initiate an investment project at time t− 1, anticipating the breakdown.
Moreover, no young agents at time t can purchase the bubbly asset because

they do not earn labor income at that time, and thus, the bubbly asset has no

value at time t. Anticipating this, no young agents purchase the bubbly asset

at time t−1. Accordingly, backward induction shows that the bubbly asset has
no value even at time zero. Additionally, young agents at time t− 1 anticipate
that they cannot obtain returns from investment projects at time t. Given their

expectations, we can reasonably assume that young agents at time t − 1 do
not supply labor at time t− 1 because they do not consume in the first period
of their lifetime and are not necessarily benevolent. As a result, the economy

breaks down at time t− 1. Backward induction, again, shows that the economy
breaks down at time zero. In summary, if zt becomes less than z̄ at a certain

point in time, it is highly likely that the economy is unsustainable for all t ≥ 0
without the occurrence of production. In what follows, we assume away the

first case in Proposition 1 and focus on the case in which zt > z̄ for all t ≥ 0.
In the second case in Proposition 1, it follows from Eq. (15) that θt =

vt/L > 0, which implies that there exist firms with a vacancy at time t and the

unemployment rate is less than one.

2.5 Bubbly Asset

The bubbly asset is intrinsically useless. It is assumed that at time 0, there are

identical old agents who hold the bubbly asset, M−1, in total. Additionally, in

each period, young agents issue new units of the bubbly asset. Formally, for

t ≥ 0, we have a dynamic equation with respect to the nominal amount of the
bubbly asset as follows:

Mt =Mt−1 +MN
t , (16)
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where Mt is the total nominal supply of the bubbly asset and M
N
t is the asset

that is newly issued by the young agents at time t. Multiplying both sides of Eq.

(16) by the bubbly asset’s price, pt, and defining the real value of the bubbly

asset as Bt = ptMt and B
N
t = ptM

N
t , we obtain the dynamic equation for the

real value of the bubbly asset as Bt = (pt/pt−1)Bt−1 + BNt , or equivalently,

Bt = rtBt−1 + BNt , (17)

where rt := pt/pt−1, which is the return from holding the bubbly asset.

3 Equilibrium

The equilibrium is characterized by the optimization conditions of the agents

and firms, the outcome of the Nash bargaining in the labor market, and the

market clearing conditions for the bubbly asset and capital.

3.1 Market clearing conditions

Bt and B
N
t are the aggregations of b̃t and b

N
t over all agents, namely Bt = b̃tL

and BNt = b
N
t L. Because the equality in inequality (5) holds in equilibrium, it

follows that

BNt = μBt. (18)

Inserting Eq. (18) into Eq. (17) yields

Bt =
rt

1− μ
Bt−1. (19)

In each period, the bubbly asset is purchased by less-productive agents,

regardless of their employment status. Because the population of less-productive

agents who drew productivity smaller than the cutoff, φt, and purchase the

bubbly assets is G(φt)L, the demand for the bubbly asset is given by

Bdt := G(φt)L
£
(1− ut)(wt − τ t + b

N
t ) + ut(γt − τ t + b

N
t )
¤
. (20)

It follows that Bt = B
d
t in equilibrium, and thus, the use of Eqs. (9), (14), and
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(18) rewrites Eq. (20) as follows:

Bt =
Ω(1− α)Azαt (1− ut)G(φt)L

1− μG(φt)
. (21)

From Eqs. (2), (19), (21), and φt−1 = rt/qt, we obtain

G(φt)

1− μG(φt)
zt(1− ut) = αAφt−1G(φt−1)

(1− μ)(1− μG(φt−1))
zαt−1(1− ut−1). (22)

Capital at time t is produced by the agents who draw such high productivity

that Φ > φt−1. Therefore, aggregate capital is given by

Zt :=

Z η

φt−1
Φ
¡
ket−1(1− ut−1)L+ kut−1ut−1L

¢
dG(Φ). (23)

The number of firms that successfully match with a worker at time t is (1−ut)L,
and thus, capital per operating firm (or per worker), zt, is given by zt = Zt/{(1−
ut)L}. The use of Eqs. (4), (7), (9), (14), (18), and (21) rewrites Eq. (23) as
follows:

zt(1− ut) = (1− α)ΩAH(φt−1)
1− μG(φt−1)

zαt−1(1− ut−1), (24)

where H(φt−1) :=
R η

φt−1
ΦdG(Φ).

3.2 Dynamical system

From Eqs. (10) and (15), we obtain the following equation:

1− ut = h

(1− Ω)(1− α)Azαt
f−1

µ
h

(1− Ω)(1− α)Azαt

¶
=: Ψ(zt). (25)

Inserting this equation into Eq. (24) yields the dynamic equation with respect

to zt as follows:

ztΨ(zt) =
(1− α)ΩAH(φt−1)
1− μG(φt−1)

zαt−1Ψ(zt−1). (26)

Eqs. (22) and (24) yield the dynamic equation with respect to the cutoff, φt:

(1− α)ΩG(φt)

1− μG(φt)
=

αφt−1G(φt−1)
(1− μ)H(φt−1)

. (27)
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Eqs. (26) and (27) can be used to derive an autonomous dynamical system

with respect to zt and φt. Eq. (27) is solely an autonomous difference equation

with respect to φt. Because the cutoff, φt, is in [0, η] and because we focus on

the case in which zt > z̄ for all t ≥ 0 as discussed in the previous section, the
domain of the dynamical system consisting of Eqs. (26) and (27) is given by

(z̄,∞)× [0, η].
We assume that the initial total capital, Z0, already exists at time 0. Then,

the initial capital per worker, z0, the initial labor-market tightness, θ0, and the

initial unemployment rate, u0, are simultaneously determined by Eqs. (10), (15),

and z0(1− u0)L = Z0, which means that all three variables are pre-determined
at time 0. In contrast, the initial real value of the bubbly asset, B0, is not pre-

determined because its price, p0, can jump depending upon agents’ self-fulfilling

expectations. Accordingly, φ0 is not pre-determined either because φt has a one-

to-one relationship with Bt, as seen in Eq. (21), given zt and ut. This means

that φ0 is also affected by agents’ self-fulfilling expectations. With the economy

starting with {z0, u0, θ0, B0}, the equilibrium sequences, {zt, ut, θt, Bt,φt}∞t=0, are
produced from Eqs. (10), (15), (21), (26), and (27), where (zt,φt) ∈ (z̄,∞) ×
[0, η] for all t ≥ 0.

3.3 Steady states and stability

Proposition 2 In the dynamical system consisting of Eqs. (26) and (27), there

exist two (non-trivial) steady states: (z∗, φ∗) and (z∗∗, φ∗∗) such that

z∗ = Q(φ∗)
1

1−α , (28)

H(φ∗)
1− μG(φ∗)

=
αφ∗

(1− α)(1− μ)Ω
, (29)

z∗∗ = Q(0)
1

1−α , (30)

and

φ∗∗ = 0, (31)

where Q(x) = (1− α)ΩAH(x)/(1− μG(x)).

Proof: See the Appendix.

Because φ∗ > 0 and the unemployment rate is always less than one, Eq. (21)

14



implies that the bubbly asset has a market value in the steady state given by

(z∗, φ∗). Thus, we call this steady state a bubbly steady state. In contrast, in

the steady state given by (z∗∗, φ∗∗), the bubbly asset has no market value, and

we call this steady state a bubbleless steady state. The linear approximation of

the dynamical system around a steady state is computed from Eqs. (26) and

(27) as follows:Ã
zt − ẑ
φt − φ̂

!
=

Ã
κ1(ẑ)

Q0(φ̂)ẑαΨ(ẑ)
Ψ(ẑ)+ẑΨ0(ẑ)

0 κ2(φ̂)

!Ã
zt−1 − ẑ
φt−1 − φ̂

!
, (32)

where (ẑ, φ̂)=(z∗,φ∗) or (z∗∗,φ∗∗). Note that κ1(ẑ) and κ2(φ̂) are the eigenvalues

of the local dynamical system associated with Eq. (32).

Lemma 1 The eigenvalues of the local dynamical system associated with Eq.

(32) around the bubbly steady state, (z∗,φ∗), are given by

κ1(z
∗) =

αΨ(z∗) + z∗Ψ0(z∗)
Ψ(z∗) + z∗Ψ0(z∗)

,

and

κ2(φ
∗) =

G(φ∗)(1− μG(φ∗))
φ∗G0(φ∗)

µ
1 +

φ∗G0(φ∗)
G(φ∗)

+
(φ∗)2G0(φ∗)
H(φ∗)

¶
.

The eigenvalues of the local dynamical system associated with Eq. (32)

around the bubbleless steady state, (z∗∗,φ∗∗), are given by

κ1(z
∗∗) =

αΨ(z∗∗) + z∗∗Ψ0(z∗∗)
Ψ(z∗∗) + z∗∗Ψ0(z∗∗)

,

and

κ2(φ
∗∗) = 0.

Proof: See the Appendix.

Proposition 3 In the dynamical system consisting of Eqs. (26) and (27), the

bubbly steady state, (z∗, φ∗), is a saddle point and the bubbleless steady state,

(z∗∗, φ∗∗), is totally stable.

Proof: See the Appendix.

[Figure 1 around here]
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Figure 1 provides a phase diagram that illustrates the dynamic behavior of

the economy. Because φ0 can jump and the bubbly steady state is a saddle

point, the bubbly steady state is locally determinate. However, the bubbleless

steady state is totally stable, and thus, any sequence of {zt,φt}∞t=0 with (z0,φ0) ∈
(z̄,∞) × (0,φ∗) that converges to (z∗∗, 0) is an equilibrium. This means that
equilibrium is globally indeterminate. Because of indeterminacy of equilibrium,

self-fulfilling financial crises are caused by extrinsic uncertainty as investigated

in section 5. Note that any sequence of {zt,φt}∞t=0 with (z0,φ0) ∈ (z̄,∞)×(φ∗, η]
cannot be an equilibrium because φt becomes greater than η or zt becomes less

than z̄ in finite time.

3.4 Beveridge curve and capital accumulation

Eq. (10) can be rewritten as follows:

ut = 1− θtf(θt), (33)

where ∂ut/∂θt < 0. Eq. (33) is the Beveridge curve as stated in section 2.4.

From Eq. (15), it follows that

θt = f
−1
µ

h

(1− Ω)(1− α)Azαt

¶
, (34)

which we call the job-creation condition following Pissarides (2000). From Eq.

(34), it is straightforward to show that ∂θt/∂zt > 0 because f
−1(.) is a decreas-

ing function. This means that capital accumulation promotes employment,

rendering the labor market tighter. As capital accumulates, an economy moves

down along the Beveridge curve from point A to point B in Figure 2 and the

unemployment rate decreases.

[Figure 2 around here]
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4 Capital accumulation, asset bubbles, and un-

employment

The Beveridge curve given by Eq. (33) and the job-creation condition given by

Eq. (34) demonstrate that capital accumulation decreases the unemployment

rate. This means that if the presence of asset bubbles promotes capital accumu-

lation, it decreases the unemployment rate. In this section, we investigate the

effects that asset bubbles have on capital accumulation and the unemployment

rate.

4.1 Comparison between bubbly and bubbleless steady

states

Because the bubbly steady state is a saddle point, and because the initial cutoff,

φ0, is non-predetermined and initial capital is predetermined, the equilibrium

in the neighborhood of the bubbly steady state is locally determinate. On

the stable saddle path that converges to the bubbly steady state, the cutoff is

constant, which is given by φt = φ∗, as illustrated in Figure 1, and the rational

expectations equilibrium in the neighborhood of the bubbly steady state is given

by the following equations:

φt = φ∗ (35)

and

ztΨ(zt) =
(1− α)ΩAH(φ∗)
1− μG(φ∗)

zαt−1Ψ(zt−1). (36)

By contrast, because the bubbleless steady state is totally stable, the equi-

librium in the neighborhood of the bubbleless steady state is indeterminate, and

there exist an uncountably infinite number of equilibrium trajectories around

the bubbleless steady state. Under these circumstances, for the sake of the

investigation of the growth-promoting effects of asset bubbles, we consider a

particular rational expectations equilibrium in which agents anticipate no pres-

ence of asset bubbles for all t ≥ 0, which is given by the following equations:

φt = φ∗∗(= 0) (37)
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and

ztΨ(zt) =
(1− α)ΩAH(φ∗∗)
1− μG(φ∗∗)

zαt−1Ψ(zt−1). (38)

Note from the right-hand sides of Eqs. (36) and (38) that the presence of

asset bubbles promotes (impedes) capital accumulation if H(φ∗)/[1 − μG(φ∗)]

is greater (less) than H(φ∗∗)/[1− μG(φ∗∗)]. To investigate whether H(φ∗)/[1−
μG(φ∗)] is greater or less than H(φ∗∗)/[1 − μG(φ∗∗)], consider the following

function:

Λ(φ) =
H(φ)

1− μG(φ)
, (39)

which is used in the proof of Proposition 2 (in the Appendix). The first deriva-

tive of Λ(φ) is given by

Λ0(φ) = G0(φ)J(φ)/[1− μG(φ)]2, (40)

where J(φ) = μ(1−μG(φ))[Λ(φ)−φ/μ]. As shown in the proof of Proposition 2,
there exists φ = φ̄ ∈ (0, η) such that for φ ∈ [0, φ̄), we have J(φ) > 0, and for φ ∈
(φ̄, η], we have J(φ) < 0. From Eq. (39), it follows that Λ(0) = H(0) > 0, and

Λ(η) = 0. Then, the configuration of Λ(φ) is obtained as in Figure 3. Note that

φ̄ is given by the intersection of Λ(φ) and φ/μ. Moreover, note from Proposition

2 that φ∗ is given by the intersection of Λ(φ) and Γ(φ) := αφ/[(1−α)(1−μ)Ω].

Figure 3 illustrates Λ(φ) and Γ(φ). Because Λ(φ) is inverted-U shaped, there

exist a solution, φ̃ > 0, for Λ(φ) = H(0).

Proposition 4 With all parameter values being fixed, if α/[(1− α)(1− μ)Ω]>

(<) H(0)/φ̃, then more (less) capital accumulates in the bubbly steady state than

in the bubbleless steady state.

Proof. See the Appendix.

As can be seen in Figure 3, as the upper limit of the issuance of new bubbly

assets is more relaxed, i.e., as μ increases, Λ(φ) shifts upward and Γ(φ) rotates

counterclockwise. Therefore, as the upper limit of the issuance of new bubbly

assets is more relaxed, it is more likely that more capital accumulates in the

bubbly steady state than in the bubbleless steady state. In such a case, substan-

tial issuance of the bubbly asset increases the market interest rate, rt, and, thus,

excludes a larger number of less-productive agents from production activities.

Accordingly, more-productive agents intensively use more production resources.
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As a result, they produce the final goods to a larger extent, and thus, capital

accumulation is promoted.

Remark 1 below immediately follows from Proposition 4 because capital

accumulation reduces the unemployment rate.

Remark 1 With all parameter values being fixed, if α/[(1− α)(1− μ)Ω]> (<)

H(0)/φ̃, the unemployment rate in the bubbly steady state, u∗, is lower (higher)

than in the bubbleless steady state, u∗∗.

[Figure 3 around here]

4.2 Numerical analysis

In this section, we numerically investigate the effects that labor market condi-

tions, such as workers’ Nash bargaining power, β, the unemployment benefit

ratio, γ, and the search cost, h, have on macroeconomic variables such as cap-

ital accumulation per worker, consumption per capita, unemployment rates,

and labor market tightness (the jobs-to-applicants ratio) in both bubbly and

bubbleless steady states.

4.2.1 Specification and parameterization

In performing the numerical analysis, the matching function is specified as

F (L, υt) = Lυt(L
σ + υσt )

−1/σ, following Den Haan et al. (2000). This match-

ing function appropriately satisfies the conditions imposed in section 2.4. It

is assumed that the individual-specific productivity shock, Φ, is uniformly dis-

tributed in [0, η]. Under these assumptions, each variable can be computed as

in the following. In the bubbleless steady state, we obtain

z∗∗ =
µ
Aη(1− α)Ω

2

¶ 1
1−α

,

u∗∗ = 1−
µ
1− 1

(A(1− Ω)(1− α)(z∗∗)α/h)σ

¶ 1
σ

,

c∗∗ = αA(z∗∗)α(1− u∗∗),
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and

θ∗∗ =
µµ

A(1− Ω)(1− α)(z∗∗)α

h

¶σ

− 1
¶ 1

σ

,

where u∗∗, c∗∗ and θ∗∗ are the unemployment rate, consumption per capita, and

labor market tightness (the jobs-to-applicants ratio) in the bubbleless steady

state, respectively. Similarly, in the bubbly steady state, we obtain

z∗ =
µ
Aαφ∗

1− μ

¶ 1
1−α
,

u∗ = 1−
µ
1− 1

(A(1− Ω)(1− α)(z∗)α/h)σ

¶ 1
σ

,

c∗ = αA(z∗)α(1− u∗)
µ
η2 + (φ∗)2

η2 − (φ∗)2
¶

and

θ∗ =
µµ

A(1− Ω)(1− α)(z∗)α

h

¶σ

− 1
¶ 1

σ

,

where u∗, c∗ and θ∗ are the unemployment rate, consumption per capita, and

labor market tightness (the jobs-to-applicants ratio) in the bubbly steady state,

respectively. Moreover, φ∗ is computed from Eq. (29) as

φ∗ =
η
³
−α +pα2 + (1− α)(1− μ)Ω[(1− α)(1− μ)Ω− 2αμ]

´
(1− α)(1− μ)Ω− 2αμ .

[Table 1 around here]

The parameters applied in the analysis are given in Table 1. Following Den

Haan et al. (2000), we set α = 0.36. We examine the effects of β (workers’

Nash bargaining power), γ (the unemployment benefit ratio) and h (the search

cost) by varying these variables. If β and/or γ are close to 1, Ω is also close

to 1. In this case, the economy becomes infeasible because production never

occurs as clarified in Proposition 1 (in section 2) and the discussion following

the proposition. Therefore, we must impose a ceiling on β and γ. Den Haan

et al. (2000) examine the case in which the firm’s Nash bargaining power is

0.50, and thus, we vary β from 0.40 to 0.60 when examining the effect of β.

Regarding the unemployment benefit, the 45%-80% of the average wage for the
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past six months when employed is paid to the unemployed in Japan as the

unemployment benefit, and thus, we vary γ from 0.60 to 0.87 when examining

the effect of γ. As in the case of β and γ, if the search cost, h, is too high,

the economy becomes infeasible. Then, we set h as a relatively low value and

vary h from 0.08 to 0.179. We fix β = 0.5, γ = 0.8 and h = 0.11 when the

other variables are examined. We set η at a relatively high value, η = 4. This

is because if η is small, the cutoff in the bubbly steady state, φ∗, is close to

0, and as a result, there appear only small differences between the bubbly and

bubbleless steady states in capital per worker, z, consumption per capita, the

unemployment rate, u, and the jobs-to-applicants ratio, θ. However, in the

Great Recession of 2009, the difference in the unemployment rate before and

after the crisis was approximately 5% in the United States. To yield such a

significant difference in the unemployment rate following the bubble bursting,

a relatively high value of η is necessary. Regarding μ, we assume an aggressive

issuance of the new bubbly asset by private agents and set μ = 0.7. Regarding

the remaining parameter values, A and σ, we set A = 1.5 and σ = 4 such that

the average unemployment rate is approximately 10% in the bubbleless steady

state and approximately 2% in the bubbly steady state and the average jobs-to-

applicants ratio is approximately 1.44 in the bubbleless steady state and 2.05

in the bubbly steady state when varying β.

Under these parameter values, the economy reflects the case in which the

presence of asset bubbles promotes capital accumulation, which we focus on in

the current analysis.

4.2.2 Labor market conditions and macroeconomic variables

As seen in Figure 4, the unemployment rate in the bubbly steady state, u∗, is

always lower than that in the bubbleless steady state, u∗∗. In particular, when

β = 0.54, the unemployment rates in the bubbly and bubbleless steady states

are 2.1% and 9.9%, respectively. Although the difference in the unemployment

rate between these two steady states when β = 0.54 is larger than the differ-

ence actually observed in 2007 and 2010 in the United States (4.7% and 9.7%

respectively, as stated in the introduction), we can perceive the impact of the

presence of asset bubbles from Figure 4. The jobs-to-applicants ratio in the

bubbly steady state, θ∗, is also greater than that in the bubbleless steady state,
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θ∗∗, and consumption per capita in the bubbly steady state, c∗, is also greater

than that in the bubbleless steady state, c∗∗. These outcomes are obtained

because we focus on the case in which the presence of asset bubbles promotes

capital accumulation.

When varying β, which is the worker’s bargaining power, from 0.40 to 0.60,

capital, z, increases in both bubbly and bubbleless steady states. This out-

come is not surprising. As β increases, Ω increases, and thus, the savings of

young agents increase. Accordingly, more capital accumulates as β increases.

Moreover, as β changes from 0.40 to 0.60, the jobs-to-applicants ratio decreases

and the unemployment rate increases. These outcomes are not obvious because

the workers’ output share, Ω, has non-linear effects on these variables. As Ω

increases, capital accumulation is promoted through agents savings, whereas

the firms’ output share decreases and the decrease in the firms’ output share

exerts downward pressure on the number of vacant positions. The effect of Ω

on the unemployment rate (the jobs-to-applicants ratio) in both steady states

can be proven to be U-shaped (inverted U-shaped). In both steady states, the

minimum unemployment rate is achieved at approximately β = 0.1, which is

unrealistically low bargaining power for advanced countries. When β changes

from 0.40 to 0.60, the undesirable effect of Ω on the unemployment rate dom-

inates the desirable effect and the unemployment rate increases. In that case,

the marginal impact of β on the unemployment rate in the bubbleless steady

state is always greater than that in the bubbly steady state. Therefore, as β

increases, the difference in the unemployment rate between the bubbly and bub-

bleless steady states widens, although the difference in capital accumulation is

relatively stable. Without asset bubbles, as β increases, the undesirable effect

of Ω on the unemployment rate is accelerated. However, the presence of asset

bubbles mitigates the acceleration of the undesirable effect. Finally, note from

the descriptions of c∗ and c∗∗ that when both capital and the unemployment rate

increase, they have conflicting impacts on consumption and the effect of β on

consumption per capita in both bubbly and bubbleless steady states is inverted

U-shaped. In particular, c∗ is maximized at β = 0.57 and c∗∗ is maximized at

β = 0.45.

As seen in Figure 5, the effects of the unemployment benefit ratio, γ, on

the macroeconomic variables are similar to those of the worker’s bargaining

power because both γ and β affect the macroeconomic variables through the
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worker’s output share, Ω. Like β, γ also has non-linear effects on the unem-

ployment rate and the jobs-to-applicants ratio in both steady states. However,

assuming realistic values from 0.60 to 0.87 for γ, the undesirable effect of Ω on

the unemployment rate dominates the desirable effect and the unemployment

rates in both steady states increase. If the government implements a policy

that increases the unemployment benefit ratio, γ, to a larger extent without

asset bubbles, the unemployment rate increases significantly. In particular, if

γ = 0.87, the unemployment rate in the bubbleless steady state is greater than

40%. However, the presence of asset bubbles lessens this undesirable outcome,

and the unemployment rate is only approximately 6% when γ = 0.87. As in

the case of β, the effects of γ on consumption in both steady states are inverted

U-shaped: c∗ is maximized at β = 0.85 and c∗∗ is maximized at β = 0.76.

The search cost is also a labor market condition. Because the determination

of capital in both steady states is independent of the search cost, z∗ and z∗∗

are constant in Figure 6 when varying h, although the minimum requirement of

capital, z̄, for the economy to be feasible increases as h increases. As expected,

capital per worker, consumption per capita, and the jobs-to-applicants ratio in

the bubbly steady state are greater than in the bubbleless steady state. When h

changes from 0.08 to 0.179, the marginal impact of h on the unemployment rate

is always greater in the bubbleless steady state than in the bubbly steady state,

and the difference in the unemployment rate between these two steady states

widens as h increases. In particular, when h = 0.179, the unemployment rate

in the bubbleless steady state is more than 40%, whereas that in the bubbly

steady state is approximately 6%, and the presence of asset bubbles mitigates

the negative effect of the search cost to a larger extent.

[Figure 4 around here]

[Figure 5 around here]

[Figure 6 around here]
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5 Self-fulfilling financial crisis

We consider a sunspot variable, ²t, that follows a two-state Markov process, with

support {0, 1}, and transition probabilities are given by Pr(²t = 1|²t−1 = 1) =
πa and Pr(²t = 0|²t−1 = 0) = πb, where πa and πb∈ (0, 1]. Denote the history
of sunspot events until time t by ²t = {²0, ²1, ..., ²t}. The sunspot events are
common across agents in each generation, being independent of idiosyncratic

productivity shocks. The market price of the bubbly asset is subject to the

sunspot variable, and thus, we denote pt = pt(²t). When determining the cutoff,

φt−1, agents have rational expectations regarding future sunspot events given the

sunspot event, ²t−1, at time t− 1, and thus, we denote φt−1 = φt−1(²t−1). Note

that φt−1(²t−1) becomes a deterministic variable when ²t−1 is realized although

it is a stochastic variable before the realization of ²t−1.

5.1 Cutoffs in the stationary states

The cutoff, φt−1(²t−1), is no longer equal to rt/qt because the individual-specific

return is a random variable. The market price of the bubbly asset is affected by

the sunspot variable, and thus, the individual-specific return, Rt+1, is a function

of ²t+1, given ²
t. Then, Rt+1 is denoted by Rt+1(²t+1) and obtained as follows:

Rt+1(²t+1) =

(
pt+1(²t+1)/pt(²t) if Φ ≤ φt(²t)

qt+1(²
t)Φ if Φ > φt(²t),

Note that qt+1 = αzα−1t+1 depends upon the sunspot history, ²
t, because capital

at time t + 1 is determined at time t. Given the sunspot event, ²t, an agent at

time t chooses a portfolio to maximize her expected lifetime utility:

Et [U
ι
t |²t] = sιtEt [Rt+1(²t+1)|²t] .

Et [Rt+1(²t+1)|²t] is given by

Et [Rt+1(²t+1)|²t = 1] =
(

ρat+1 if Φ ≤ φt(²t = 1)

qt+1(²t = 1, ²
t−1)Φ if Φ > φt(²t = 1),
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and

Et [Rt+1(²t+1)|²t = 0] =
(

ρbt+1 if Φ ≤ φt(²t = 0)

qt+1(²t = 0, ²
t−1)Φ if Φ > φt(²t = 0),

where ρat+1 = {πapt+1(1) + (1− πa)pt+1(0)}/pt(1) and ρbt+1 = {πbpt+1(0) + (1−
πb)pt+1(1)}/pt(0). From these two equations, we obtain the cutoffs depending

upon the sunspot realizations as φat := φt(²t = 1) = ρat+1/qt+1(²t = 1, ²
t−1) and

φbt := φt(²t = 0) = ρbt+1/qt+1(²t = 0, ²
t−1).

Because the return from holding one unit of the bubbly asset is given by

pt(²t)/pt−1(²t−1), Eq. (19) is rewritten as

Bt(²t) =
pt(²t)

(1− μ)pt−1(²t−1)
Bt−1(²t−1), (41)

where Bt(²t) = pt(²t)Mt. Given the sunspot event, ²t−1, taking the expectation

of both sides of Eq. (41) yields

Et−1 [Bt(²t)|²t−1] = Et−1 [pt(²t)|²t−1]
(1− μ)pt−1(²t−1)

Bt−1(²t−1).

Depending upon the realization of ²t−1, this equation can be rewritten as

πaBt(1) + (1− πa)Bt(0) =
ρat
1− μ

Bt−1(1), (42)

and

πbBt(0) + (1− πb)Bt(1) =
ρbt
1− μ

Bt−1(0). (43)

Inserting Eq. (21) into Eqs. (42) and (43) yields

Azαt (1− ut)
∙
πa

G(φat )

1− μG(φat )
+ (1− πa)

G(φbt)

1− μG(φbt)

¸
=

ρat
1− μ

× Az
α
t−1(1− ut−1)G(φat−1)
1− μG(φat−1)

. (44)
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and

Azαt (1− ut)
∙
πb

G(φbt)

1− μG(φbt)
+ (1− πb)

G(φat )

1− μG(φat )

¸
=

ρbt
1− μ

× Az
α
t−1(1− ut−1)G(φbt−1)
1− μG(φbt−1)

, (45)

respectively. In what follows, our analysis focuses on a stationary rational ex-

pectations equilibrium with sunspots, such that φa := φat = φat−1 and φb :=

φbt = φbt−1.
10 By using Eqs. (24), (44) and (45) with φa = ρat /qt(²

t−1) and

φb = ρbt/qt(²
t−1), we obtain the following two equations:

πa
G(φa)

1− μG(φa)
+ (1− πa)

G(φb)

1− μG(φb)
=

αφaG(φa)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φa)
(46)

and

πb
G(φb)

1− μG(φb)
+ (1− πb)

G(φa)

1− μG(φa)
=

αφbG(φb)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φb)
. (47)

We assume that φa > φb without loss of generality. Because the bubbly asset is

freely disposable, Bt ≥ 0, and thus, φt ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0 from Eq. (21).

Lemma 2 Suppose that πa ∈ (0, 1) and 0 ≤ φb < φa. Then, if there exists a

rational expectations equilibrium with the two-state sunspot variable that satisfies

Eqs. (46) and (47), it must follow that φb = 0 and πb = 1.

Proof. See the Appendix.

Proposition 5 There exists a rational expectations equilibrium with the two-

state sunspot variable that satisfies Eqs. (46) and (47) such that φb = 0 with

πb = 1 and φa ∈ (0,φ∗) with πa ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. See the Appendix.

The state given by φa is bubbly whereas the state given by φb is bubbleless.

Proposition 5 implies that once asset bubbles burst due to self-fulfilling expec-

tations, the bubbly asset never has a market value after the bubble bursts. This

10To be accurate, zt and ut in Eqs. (44) and (45) depend on the sunspot history, ²
t−1.

Therefore, we should have explicitly written zt(²t−1 = 1, ²t−2) and ut(²t−1 = 1, ²t−2) in
Eq. (44) and zt(²t−1 = 0, ²t−2) and ut(²t−1 = 0, ²t−2) in Eq. (45); however, we use simple
notations to save space.
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outcome is obtained because the bubbly asset is freely disposable and because

the steady state, φ∗, is unstable and the steady state, φ∗∗ = 0, is stable in the

dynamical system (27), as demonstrated in the previous section. As noted from

Eq. (26), capital accumulation in each state is given by

ztΨ(zt) =
(1− α)ΩAH(φa)

1− μG(φa)
zαt−1Ψ(zt−1) (48)

and

ztΨ(zt) = (1− α)ΩAH(0)zαt−1Ψ(zt−1), (49)

respectively. Figure 7 illustrates the case in which the presence of asset bubbles

promotes capital accumulation, i.e., H(φa)/[1 − μG(φa)] > H(0). In this case,

Eq. (48) is located in the upper place relative to Eq. (49).

[Figure 7 around here]

Now, we assume that ²0 = 1, meaning that asset bubbles are present at

time 0. In this case, capital accumulates over time if z0 < za, where za =

Q(φa)1/(1−α), as seen in Figure 7. However, once asset bubbles burst at a certain

time, say, t = t̂, capital begins to decrease if zt̂ > z
b, where zb = Q(φb)1/(1−α),

and accordingly, the unemployment rate begins to increase following Eq. (26).

6 Conclusion

An overlapping-generations model is presented in which the presence of asset

bubbles á la Tirole (1985) can promote capital accumulation under mild param-

eter conditions. In a financially constrained economy, although the presence of

asset bubbles corrects allocative inefficiency by excluding less-productive agents

from production activities, only the second-best outcome can be attained, as

clarified by Bewley (1980). This consequence can be easily verified in our model

by observing that not only agents who draw the highest productivity shock but

also agents who draw relatively low productivity shocks engage in capital pro-

duction when asset bubbles are present. Therefore, the unemployment rate

when asset bubbles occur is not the lowest relative to that in the first-best out-

come, which means that government policy is necessary for the economy to be

Pareto-improved despite that the presence of asset bubbles reduces the unem-
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ployment rate. The analysis of such government policy is beyond the scope of

the current paper and left for future research.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

If zt ≤ z̄, no firms with a vacancy can cover the search cost, h, at time t, despite
that the matching probability is equal to one. Therefore, no firms can operate

at time t. If zt > z̄, given the matching probability f(θt) ∈ (0, 1), firms with a
vacancy will cover the search cost, h, and firms that successfully match with a

worker operate their business at time t. ¤

Proof of Proposition 2

From Eq. (25), φ∗∗ = 0 is obviously a steady state of the dynamical system

because G(φ∗∗) = 0. It is noted from Eq. (25) that φ∗ is a candidate for another

steady state. Therefore, all we must show is that φ∗ is uniquely determined.

Define Λ(φ) := H(φ)/(1−μG(φ)) and Γ(φ) := φα/[(1−α)(1−μ)Ω]. Note that

Λ(φ) is the left-hand side of Eq. (28) and Γ(φ) is the right-hand side. Γ(φ)

is linear with respect to φ with a positive slope and passes through the origin.

To investigate the configuration of Λ(φ), define a function such that J(φ) :=

μH(φ)− φ(1− μG(φ)). Because J 0(φ) = μG(φ)− 1 < 0, J(φ) is monotonically
decreasing. Additionally, J(0) = μH(0) > 0 and J(η) = −h(1 − μ) < 0.

Therefore, J(φ) = 0 has a unique solution φ = φ̄ ∈ (0, η) such that for φ ∈ [0, φ̄),
it follows that J(φ) > 0 and for φ ∈ (φ̄, η], it follows that J(φ) < 0. Because
Λ0(φ) = G0(φ)J(φ)/[1−μG(φ)]2, Λ0(φ) is increasing in φ ∈ [0, φ̄) and decreasing
in φ ∈ (φ̄, η]. Moreover, Λ(0) = H(0) > 0 and Λ(η) = 0. As such, the

configurations of Γ(φ) and Λ(φ) confirm the uniqueness of φ∗ in Eq. (27). ¤
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Proof of Lemma1

Because (1 − α)ΩAH(φ̂)ẑα−1/(1 − μG(φ̂)) = 1, the linearization of Eq. (26)

around the steady state, (ẑ, φ̂), yields

zt − ẑ = αΨ(ẑ) + ẑΨ0(ẑ)
Ψ(ẑ) + ẑΨ0(ẑ)

(zt−1 − ẑ) + ẑαΨ(ẑ)Q0(φ̂)
Ψ(ẑ) + ẑΨ0(ẑ)

(φt−1 − φ̂), (A.1)

where Q(x) = (1− α)ΩH(x)/(1− μG(x)). Eq. (A.1) yields κ1(ẑ) as follows:

κ1(ẑ) =
αΨ(ẑ) + ẑΨ0(ẑ)
Ψ(ẑ) + ẑΨ0(ẑ)

,

where ẑ = z∗ or z∗∗. The linearization of Eq. (25) around the steady state

yields

φt − φ̂ =

Ã
α(1− μG(φ̂))

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φ̂)

!Ã
G(φ̂)(1− μG(φ̂))

G0(φ̂)

!

×
"
1 +

φ̂G0(φ̂)
G(φ)

+
φ̂
2
G0(φ̂)

H(φ̂)

#
(φt−1 − φ̂). (A.2)

When φ̂ = φ∗, Eq. (A.2) can be rewritten as

φt − φ∗ =
µ
G(φ∗)(1− μG(φ∗))

φ∗G0(φ∗)

¶ ∙
1 +

φ∗G0(φ∗)
G(φ∗)

+
(φ∗)2G0(φ∗)
H(φ∗)

¸
(φt−1 − φ∗).

(A.3)

because α(1− μG(φ∗))/[(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φ∗)] = 1/φ∗. Therefore, we have

κ2(φ
∗) =

G(φ∗)(1− μG(φ∗)
φ∗G0(φ∗)

µ
1 +

φ∗G0(φ∗)
G(φ∗)

+
(φ∗)2G0(φ∗)
H(φ∗)

¶
.

When φ̂ = φ∗∗ = 0, Eq. (A.2) can be rewritten as

φt − φ∗∗ = 0(φt−1 − φ∗∗). (A.4)

Therefore, we have

κ2(φ
∗∗) = 0. ¤
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Proof of Proposition 3

Obviously, it follows that |κ1(z∗∗)| < 1 and |κ2(φ∗∗)| < 1. Therefore, the bub-
bleless steady state, (z∗∗,φ∗∗), is totally stable. Because |κ1(z∗)| < 1, all we

must show is that |κ2(φ∗)| > 1. To show this, define

Θ(φ) := Γ(φ)− Λ(φ),

where Γ(φ) and Λ(φ) are defined in the proof of Proposition 2. As shown in

the proof of Proposition 2, Θ(φ) = 0 has a unique solution, which is φ = φ∗.

Therefore, the fact that Θ(0) < 0 and Θ(η) > 0 implies that Θ0(φ∗) > 0, or

equivalently,

α

(1− α)(1− μ)Ω
− G

0(φ∗)[μH(φ∗)− φ∗(1− μG(φ∗))]
(1− μG(φ∗))2

> 0. (B.1)

The use of Eq. (29) rewrites Eq. (B.1) as

H(φ∗)
φ∗(1− μG(φ∗))

− G
0(φ∗)[μH(φ∗)− φ∗(1− μG(φ∗))]

(1− μG(φ∗))2
> 0. (B.2)

Furthermore, Eq. (B.2) can be computed as

(1− μG(φ∗))
µ
1 +

φ∗G0(φ∗)
H(φ∗)

¶
− φ∗μG0(φ∗) > 0,

which can be transformed into

G(φ∗)(1− μG(φ∗))
φ∗G0(φ∗)

µ
1 +

φ∗G0(φ∗)
G(φ∗)

+
(φ∗)2G0(φ∗)
H(φ∗)

¶
> 1. (B.3)

The left-hand side of Eq. (B.3) is κ2(φ
∗), and thus, the bubbly steady state is

a saddle point. ¤

Proof of Proposition 4

From Figure 4, if α/[(1−α)(1−μ)Ω]> (<) H(0)/φ̃, it follows that Λ(φ∗)> (<)

Λ(0) = H(0), and thus, Q(φ∗)> (<) Q(0). From the last and Proposition 2, we

obtain the desired conclusion. ¤
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Proof of lemma 2

The proof is done by contradiction. Suppose that πb ∈ (0, 1). From Eq. (47),

we have

πb
∙
− G(φb)

1− μG(φb)
+

G(φa)

1− μG(φa)

¸
= − αφbG(φb)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φb)
+

G(φa)

1− μG(φa)
.

(C.1)

Because πb ∈ (0, 1) and φb < φa, it follows from Eq. (C.1) that

G(φb)

1− μG(φb)
<

αφbG(φb)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φb)
. (C.2)

Similarly, from Eq. (46), it follows that

G(φa)

1− μG(φa)
>

αφaG(φa)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φa)
. (C.3)

From the configurations of Λ(φ) and Γ(φ) (which are defined in the proof of

Proposition 2), for φ ∈ (φ∗, η], it holds that Λ(φ) < Γ(φ), and for φ ∈ [0,φ∗),
it holds that Λ(φ) > Γ(φ). Therefore, we obtain φ∗ < φb. Because φb < φa, we

have Λ(φa) < Γ(φa), or equivalently,

G(φa)

1− μG(φa)
<

αφaG(φa)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φa)
. (C.4)

Eq. (C.4) contradicts Eq. (C.3). Therefore, it must follow that πb = 1. When

πb = 1, Eq. (47) yields φb = φ∗ or φb = 0. If φb = φ∗, we have φ∗ < φa.

However, φ∗ < φa again leads a contradiction. Hence, φb = 0. ¤

Proof of Proposition 5

From Lemma 2, it must hold that πb = 1 and φb = 0. In this case, Eq. (46) can

be rewritten as

πa
G(φa)

1− μG(φa)
=

αφaG(φa)

(1− μ)(1− α)ΩH(φa)
. (D.1)

From Eq. (D.1), we obtain Λ(φa) > Γ(φa) for πa ∈ (0, 1), and thus, φa ∈ (0,φ∗)
with πa ∈ (0, 1). ¤
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Table 1: Parameterization

α = 0.36 β = 0.50 (Fig. 5, Fig.6) γ = 0.80 (Fig. 4, Fig. 6) η = 4
σ = 4 μ = 0.7 A = 1.5 h = 0.11 (Fig. 4, Fig. 5)
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Fig. 1. Phase diagrams. Notes: Panel A is the case in which the presence of
bubbles promotes capital accumulation and Panel B is the case in which
the presence of bubbles impedes capital accumulation. The shadow area
is not a domain of the dynamical system.
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Fig. 2. Beveridge curve and capital accumulation. Notes: Capital
accumulation is low at point A and high at point B. Capital accumulation
promotes employment, rendering the labor market tighter.
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Fig. 4. Effects of workers’ bargaining power. Notes:
z-bar means the lower limit of capital, ̅ , defined in
Proposition 1.



Fig. 5. Effects of the unemployment benefit ratio.
Notes: z-bar means the lower limit of capital, ̅ ,
defined in Proposition 1.



Fig. 6. Effects of the search cost. Notes: z-bar means
the lower limit of capital, ̅ , defined in Proposition 1.
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Fig. 7. Bubble bursting and financial crisis. Notes: This is the case in which
Asset bubbles burst at time and capital begins to
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